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Research Process

• Design

• The Question (s)

• Literature/knowledge

• (Methodology)

• Practical Implementation

• (Analysis and Interpretation)

• Presentation of findings

• Validity



Conventions and 
Orthodoxy

• Can be constraining;



Anything goes

• What if we want to be creative 
& imaginative?

• Anything goes, if ethics, values 
and virtues are managed for :

• Authenticity;
• Honesty; and truth

• 1948 UN Declaration of 
Human Rights



Design  Ethics, values 
and virtues

• Ethical Behaviour is how lives should be 
lived.

• Values – deeply held beliefs;

• Virtues – (old-fashioned) values in ACTION.

• The non-linear research process:

• - design virtues, usually overlooked 
(McArdle, 2018)

• Bullying example



The Question

• Interrogate with 3 questions:

• By whom is the research being done?

• For whom is the research being done?

• For what purpose is the research being done?

• Example of Council research



Knowledge: 
Literature

• Hierarchies of knowledge;

• Value judgements about what counts;

• Counting and discounting what others think.

• Reflexivity (Brian)



Practical implementation

• Methods often covered

• BUT

• Practical implementation is important ethically.

• Getting by or getting in with vulnerable  groups.

• (Example of Stella)

• Trust



Presentation
Who do we communicate with? : Ethical choice,

What do we communicate? 

How do we communicate?

Reflexivity again.

Example of Northfield



Validity

• The extent to which one  describes or 
measures what one thinks one is describing! 
A fine art, not  a measure in qualitative 
research;

• Crisis of confidence;

• Need to rely on the voice of the researcher: 
authenticity, goodness adequacy 
trustworthy, plausible and credible.

• Internal Morality : our choices;

• External morality : the research community
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